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Abstract—Energy harvesting (EH) has recently emerged as
a key technology for green communications as it can power
wireless networks with renewable energy sources. However,
directly replacing the conventional non-EH transmitters by EH
nodes will be a challenge. In this paper, we propose to deploy
extra EH nodes as relays over an existing non-EH network.
Specifically, the considered non-EH network consists of multiple
source-destination (S-D) pairs. The deployed EH relays will
take turns to assist each S-D pair, and energy diversity can be
achieved to combat the low EH rate of each EH relay. To make
the best of these EH relays, with the source transmit power
minimization as the design objective, we formulate a joint power
assignment and relay selection problem, which, however, is NP-
hard. We thus propose a general framework to develop efficient
sub-optimal algorithms, which is mainly based on a sufficient
condition for the feasibility of the optimization problem. This
condition yields useful design insights and also reveals an energy
hardening effect, which provides the possibility to exempt the
requirement of non-causal EH information. Simulation results
will show that the proposed cooperation strategy can achieve
near-optimal performance and provide significant power savings.
Compared to the greedy cooperation method that only optimizes
the performance of the current transmission block, the proposed
strategy can achieve the same performance with much fewer
relays, and the performance gap increases with the number of
S-D pairs.
Index Terms—Energy harvesting communications, power as-
signment, relay selection, energy diversity, cooperative commu-
nications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communications is evolving towards a green
paradigm with significantly improved energy efficiency and
environmental friendliness [1]. In particular, energy harvest-
ing (EH) technology has recently emerged as a promising
approach to power wireless networks with renewable energy
sources [2, 3]. The EH node can obtain energy from the
environment [4], including solar energy, thermoelectric energy,
vibration energy, RF energy, etc. As the harvested energy
is clean and renewable, environmental friendliness is innate
in EH networks. Besides this, by exempting the manual
battery replacement, EH technology also qualifies the wireless
networks with the ability of virtually perpetual operation [5, 6].
These advantages render EH technology a good candidate for
green communications.
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A clean-slate design of a wireless network solely powered
by energy harvesting will, however, be challenging, if not im-
possible. Typically the harvested energy is in a small amount
[7] and is also spatially-temporally varying [8]. Hence, it will
be difficult to provide satisfactory communication performance
in an EH network. Meanwhile, communications protocols need
to be re-designed to handle the random and intermittent energy
arrivals. On the other hand, considering the implementation
cost and efficiency, the existing communication infrastructure
should be fully utilized. Therefore, it is more realistic to
incrementally incorporate the energy harvesting feature into
existing non-EH wireless networks. In this paper, we will
propose to deploy multiple EH relays to assist the transmission
of multiple communication pairs in an existing network, so
that the conventional power consumption of the source nodes
can be significantly reduced. For fairness consideration, in
this paper, we consider the maximum power consumption
minimization problem, similar to the minimum rate maxi-
mization problem for throughput-oriented optimization with
fairness consideration [9]. If the transmitters are mobile de-
vices powered by batteries, this kind of optimization is directly
related to the extension of the network lifetime, which is of
particular importance for many applications such as wireless
sensor networks [10]. The optimization of network operations
in such a network will require new cooperation strategies,
which form the main focus of this paper.
A. Related Works
The potential of EH technology has recently spurred a lot of
research activities in the wireless communications community.
There are two main design approaches, i.e. offline and online
policies, depending on non-causal and causal side information
(of the energy state or the channel state), respectively. The
offline transmission policies were investigated in [11–15] for
different kinds of networks, ranging from the point-to-point
channel, broadcast channel, multiple access channel, to inter-
ference channel. The online algorithms, mainly for the point-
to-point channel, were designed in [16–19]. These studies
have revealed the main challenges in designing EH networks,
which are caused by the energy causality constraint, i.e. the
energy consumed so far cannot exceed the total harvested
energy. Subsequently, communication protocols need to be
revisited in EH networks. For example, even when the channel
remains unchanged, the transmit power should still adapt to
the random energy arrivals [17]. Moreover, the communication
performance is fundamentally limited by the small-amount and
time-varying energy arrivals.
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2Cooperative communications has been proven to be an ef-
fective technique to improve the communication performance
as well as the energy efficiency for wireless networks [20–24].
In particular, its potential in EH wireless networks has been
recently investigated. For single-relay two-hop EH networks,
the authors in [25–31] investigated the problem of power allo-
cation and source/relay transmission scheduling, and verified
that the existing transmission policies for conventional non-
EH communication systems perform poorly. With multiple
EH relays, it turns out that the cooperation strategy design is
very challenging due to the EH constraints. In [32], the SER
performance of a multi-relay EH network using a simple relay
selection scheme based on the instantaneous side information
of each relay was analyzed thoroughly. In particular, the
coupling effect among different relays was observed and
discussed. Joint power allocation and relay selection was
considered in [33] with either non-causal or causal channel and
energy side information, but the complexity of the proposed
algorithms is high. By adopting a fixed transmit power, an
efficient but sub-optimal relay selection method based on the
so-called relative throughput gain was proposed in [34].
All the relay selection methods in [32–34] require the
channel side information of each relay in each transmission
block, which is challenging to obtain, especially given the low
EH rates of the EH relays. Previous works on EH networks
focused on the cumulative performance over a relatively long
duration, while the short-term performance during a particular
transmission block may not satisfy the application require-
ment. This short-term performance is normally a special design
obstacle we need to overcome for EH systems, due to the
time-varying EH rate at each EH node. Moreover, only a
single source-destination (S-D) pair has been considered in the
previous studies of EH relaying networks. With multiple S-D
pairs, besides the dynamic energy arrivals at each EH relay,
the spatial distribution of all the EH relays and S-D pairs will
sharpen the design challenges for cooperation strategies.
In this paper, we aim to achieve power conservation for
non-EH wireless networks composed of multiple S-D pairs by
deploying multiple EH relays. For this system, the cooperation
strategies in previous works are no longer applicable. To be
practical, we assume that each source node does not have
instantaneous channel state information. To guarantee satisfac-
tory performance of all the S-D pairs, for each transmission
block each source needs to transmit with the assistance of
relays. Meanwhile, a certain QoS requirement is used to
regulate the communication performance. Note that such a
network with multiple S-D pairs is very generic in practice
[9], especially for ad-hoc networks and mesh networks.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we propose an effective and low-complexity
cooperation strategy to reduce the transmit power of multiple
S-D pairs with the help of EH relays. To combat the low EH
rate of the relays, energy diversity will be achieved by allowing
relays to take turns to forward the source information. The
main contributions are summarized as follows.
• To optimize the proposed cooperation strategy, we will
formulate a joint power assignment and relay selection
problem. The design objective is to minimize the max-
imum transmit power among all the S-D pairs. This
problem is found to be NP-hard, and we will propose
a general framework to develop efficient sub-optimal
algorithms. The key step is to derive an easy-to-check
sufficient condition for the feasibility of the optimization
problem. The proposed algorithms are of low complexity,
and the optimality can be achieved when the number of
transmission blocks is sufficiently large.
• With the sufficient condition, the roles of key system
parameters as well as design insights for such EH re-
lay networks will be obtained. Similar to the channel
hardening effect in massive MIMO systems, a kind of
energy hardening effect in such multi-relay EH networks
is observed. We find that when the number of EH relays is
large, there will be little performance loss if only using
the instantaneous energy side information, without the
offline energy side information.
• We shall demonstrate via simulations that the proposed
cooperation strategy can achieve significant power sav-
ings over the direct link transmission without EH relays.
We will also show that the proposed strategy outperforms
the greedy strategy that only optimizes the current block
transmission. Specifically, the proposed strategy requires
much fewer relays to achieve the same performance, and
the performance gap between the two strategies becomes
larger when the number of S-D pairs increases. Moreover,
the proposed sub-optimal algorithms provide performance
close to the corresponding performance upper bound, and
they have the potential to be extended to other cooperative
EH networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We shall
describe the system model and problem formulation in Section
II. We will first solve the respective feasibility problem with
a single S-D pair in Section III. The complete solution for
the original optimization problem is provided in Section IV.
In Section V, simulation results are then presented to demon-
strate the advantage of the proposed design approach. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Matrices are denoted by bold-face upper-case
letters. Sets are denoted by calligraphic upper-case letters such
as A, and |A| represents its cardinality. 0 denotes an all-zero
matrix. x ← y represents assigning the value of y to x. For
two sets A and B, A − B is the relative complement of A
with respect to B. 1ϕ denotes the indicator function. ϕ1 ⇔ ϕ2
means that ϕ1 is sufficient and necessary for ϕ2. dxe (bxc )
means the ceiling (floor) function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The main design objective of this paper is to reduce the
power consumption in an existing wireless network with
M source-destination (S-D) pairs. The proposed approach
is to deploy K EH relays to forward information for these
S-D pairs. Consequently, the considered network becomes
a relay-assisted multi-source multi-destination network, as
shown in Fig. 1. The set of S-D pair indices is denoted as
3M = {1, 2, ...,M}, and the set of relay indices is denoted as
K = {1, 2, ...,K}. In the following part of this section, we
will first describe the details of the system model, and present
the proposed cooperation strategy. To optimize the cooperation
strategy, we will then formulate the design problem to be
tackled in this paper.
A. System Setting
We assume that all the channels are block fading, with
the coherence time denoted as TC, corresponding to one
transmission block. In the first half of one transmission block,
each source transmits its information signal, while in the
second half, the selected relay forwards the information to
the corresponding destination. We consider the system design
within a given transmission duration of length T , which con-
sists of N = TT C transmission blocks, with N normally much
larger than K. Denote the set of all the transmission block
indices in T as N = {1, 2, ..., N}. To guarantee satisfactory
performance of all the S-D pairs, we assume that for each
transmission block, each source needs to transmit with the
assistance of relays. Meanwhile, a certain QoS requirement
is used to regulate the communication performance. To be
practical, we assume that the source nodes do not have instan-
taneous channel state information as the EH relays may not
have enough energy for channel training/feedback. Therefore,
the design will be based on the statistical channel information
and the EH rate of each relay.
Each source is assumed to use a fixed transmit power,
denoted as P trs,m for the m-th source, but the value of P
tr
s,m
needs to be properly determined. Denote the transmit power
vector of all sources as Ps =
[
P trs,m
]
. In this paper, we
assume that different S-D pairs are coordinated to transmit
within different frequency bands, and thus there will be no co-
channel interference [9, 21]. Even for such an interference-free
case, the design problem turns out to be challenging, and the
obtained results will be helpful for investigating more general
cases with interference. All the relays are half-duplex and
apply the amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying protocol, while
the extension to other relaying protocols is straightforward.
There is a per band peak transmit power constraint for each
relay, denoted as P trk,max for the k-th relay for each frequency
band it uses. For reference, the main notations are listed in
Table I.
B. Energy Harvesting Model
An important factor that determines the performance of an
EH communication node is the EH profile, which models the
cumulative harvested energy up to time t. For the k-th EH
relay, denote the EH profile as EEHk,Σ (t), and the initial energy
in the battery as Einitk = E
EH
k,Σ (0). We will consider a piece-
wise constant model for the EH profile. That is, each EH node
has a steady but low EH rate, and the EH rate for the k-th relay
in the n-th transmission block is denoted as P EHk,n. The change
of the EH rate is in the time unit of an EH interval T E. As
the EH rate usually does not vary frequently, T E is normally
much larger than the channel coherence time TC. A similar EH
model is adopted in [18, 34], and it can be used for such energy
Figure 1: An example system with 3 S-D pairs, where the
sources are non-EH nodes. To reduce the transmit power of
this network, we deploy 8 EH relays.
Table I: Main notations
Symbols Definition
M S-D pair set with cardinality M
K Relay set with cardinality K
N Transmission block set with cardinality N
T C Transmission block length
T E Energy harvesting interval
T Total transmission duration
N Number of blocks in T
EEHk,Σ (t) EH profile at time t of the k-th relay
Einitk Initial energy of the k-th relay
P EHk,n EH rate of k-th relay in n-th transmission block
Ek,Σ (t) Cumulative energy at time t for the k-th relay
P trk,max Maximum transmit power of the k-th relay
sources as solar energy [35]. We assume T E = NCTC, i.e. the
j-th EH interval includes the transmission blocks (j − 1)TC+
1 to jTC, where j = 1, 2, ..., NE. Moreover, T = NET E,
and N = NENC. For simplicity, we denote the set of all the
EH interval indices as J = {1, 2, ..., NE}. As the EH rate,
which we should denote by Ψk,j , stays constant in the j-th
EH interval, then
P EHk,n1 = P
EH
k,n2 = Ψk,j , (1)
∀n1, n2, such that
⌈
n1
NC
⌉
=
⌈
n2
NC
⌉
= j. Moreover, we assume
that the EH process for each relay is a stationary random
process. The EH rates for different relays or among different
EH intervals, i.e. P EHk,n with different k or n, are independent
of each other. Similar to [12, 17], we assume that offline
EH information of all EH relays is available, which is valid
for some predictable energy resources, such as solar energy.
With such information, we can obtain a performance upper
bound for the case with causal energy information, and also
reveal some properties that provide design guidelines for more
general cases. In Section III.B, we find that when the number
of EH relays is large enough, the dependence on the future
energy information is negligible, which provides the possibility
of only using the current energy side information in the multi-
relay EH networks. The full solution for general EH networks
with causal energy information will be left to our future work.
4For an EH node, the utilization of the harvested energy
is constrained by the EH profile, which yields the energy
causality constraint [28]. The energy causality means that the
energy consumed thus far cannot exceed the total harvested
energy. For the k-th EH relay, denote the instantaneous power
consumption as Pk (t), and then the energy causality constraint
can be expressed as
ˆ t
0
Pk (τ) dτ ≤ EEHk,Σ (t) . (2)
This constraint will bring major design challenges for the
EH networks. In particular, for the system in Fig. 1, it will
cause a coupling effect when determining the transmit powers
of different relays and selecting different relays, as will be
discussed in the following sub-section.
In this paper, we only consider the energy consumption for
information transmission, while ignoring other types of energy
consumption. For each EH relay, we assume that the battery
capacity is large enough, while the more general case is left
for future work. Moreover, we assume that the initial energy
in the battery for the k-th relay can support its maximum
transmit power in all the frequency bands it supports, i.e.
Einitk = MP
tr
k,maxT
C/2. This is mainly to guarantee the
performance during the first few transmission blocks.
C. Proposed Cooperation Strategy
In the proposed cooperation strategy, different relays will
take turns to assist the transmissions of all the S-D pairs.
The main components of the proposed cooperation strategy
include power assignment and relay selection, which are
jointly determined.
1) Power Assignment: As our transmit power optimization
design is based on statistical channel information, we do not
consider the power adaptation of each node over time. Once
the transmit power is determined, the value will be fixed
within the whole transmission duration, and the relay will use
the same transmit power whenever it is selected to forward
information. Power assignment determines the transmit power
for each relay. For a given relay, when assisting a certain S-D
pair, a low transmit power cannot provide a good performance.
Whereas, a too high transmit power will exhaust its energy too
soon, implying that some other relays will be selected more
often. Besides this, there also exists a coupling effect among
different S-D pairs, as each relay possibly serves multiple S-D
pairs with only limited energy. The coupling effect complicates
the system design, and thus the power assignment needs to be
carefully decided. We denote the transmit power matrix of all
relays as Pr =
[
P trm,k
]
, where P trm,k is the transmit power of
the k-th relay when assisting the m-th S-D pair.
2) Relay Selection: For the proposed cooperation strategy,
relay selection will be performed in each transmission block,
and it should be based on each relay’s available energy. A relay
is called active if its available energy, denoted as Ek,Σ (t), is
enough to support its assigned transmit power, i.e.
Ek,Σ (t) ≥ P trm,kTC/2. (3)
In each transmission block, one active relay will be selected
to assist each S-D pair. Denote the relay selection matrix as
Z = [zm,k,n] where
zm,k,n =
{
1 m-th pair selects k-th relay in n-th block
0 otherwise .
Given Z, the available energy for the k-th relay before the
relay transmission stage of the l-th transmission block can be
expressed as
Ek,Σ
((
l − 1
2
)
TC
)
= Einitk +
l−1∑
n=1
PEHk,nT
C
+ PEHk,l
1
2
TC −
M∑
m=1
l−1∑
n=1
zm,k,nP
tr
m,k
1
2
TC. (4)
Since
K∑
k=1
zm,k,n ≤ 1, n ∈ N , m ∈ M, we can at most
select one relay for each pair in each transmission block, and
thus the decision of whether to select one relay for a certain
transmission block is coupled with that of other relays. For
each feasible relay selection matrix Z, different relays would
take turns to forward the source information.
Remark 1. With the proposed cooperation strategy, different
relays will take turns to assist the S-D communications.
Consequently, each of them will have time to accumulate
enough energy for transmission, despite the limited harvested
energy in each single transmission block. This strategy bears
a similar motivation as diversity in wireless communications
[36]. With diversity, multiple copies of the same information
will be sent through links with independent fading. Hence, it
is very unlikely that all the links will be weak. Therefore, a
so-called diversity gain is achieved. On the other hand, for
our proposed cooperation strategy, the hope is that we can
always find an EH relay with enough energy to help the S-
D communication, and the achieved performance gain can be
regarded as the energy diversity gain [37].
D. Problem Formulation
To guarantee satisfactory performance of all the S-D pairs,
we assume that there is a QoS constraint for each pair, and
it is measured by a general utility function [38], which is a
monotonically increasing function of the allocated resource.
The utility may represent the successful transmission proba-
bility, transmission rate, or other QoS metric, depending on
the application scenario. For the m-th source with transmit
power P trs,m, when the k-th relay assists it with transmit power
P trm,k, the achieved utility is denoted as Um,k
(
P trs,m, P
tr
m,k
)
.
Based on the relay selection matrix Z, for the m-th S-D pair
in the n-th transmission block, with m ∈ M, n ∈ N , we
have U (m,n) =
∑K
k=1 zm,k,nUm,k
(
P trs,m, P
tr
m,k
)
. In order to
guarantee steady and reliable communications, we assume that
the QoS constraint shall be satisfied in each transmission block
for each S-D pair. Thus, the QoS constraint is expressed as
U (m,n) ≥ Uth. Upon this,
K∑
k=1
zm,k,n = 1 shall hold for all
n ∈ N , m ∈ M, i.e. each pair will select one relay in each
5transmission block. Otherwise, the QoS requirement will be
violated.
The design objective is to minimize the maximum transmit
power among all the S-D pairs, i.e. to attain power conserva-
tion for all the sources at the same time. The design problem
can then be formulated as
OP1:
min
Ps,Pr,Z
max
m
P trm,s
s.t.
M∑
m=1
l∑
n=1
zm,k,nP
tr
m,k
1
2
TC ≤ Einitk +
l−1∑
n=1
PEHk,nT
C
+ PEHk,l
1
2
TC, ∀l ∈ N , k ∈ K, (5)
P trm,k ≤ P trk,max, ∀k ∈ K, m ∈M, (6)
U (m,n) ≥ Uth, ∀n ∈ N , m ∈M, (7)
K∑
k=1
zm,k,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N , m ∈M, (8)
zm,k,n ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m ∈M, k ∈ K, n ∈ N , (9)
where (5) is based on the energy causality constraint (2), (6)
is the peak power constraint for each relay, (7) is the QoS
constraint, and (8) guarantees that for each transmission block,
one relay is selected for each S-D pair.
OP1 is a joint power assignment and relay selection op-
timization problem, i.e. we jointly design P and Z. It is
a highly complicated problem, as it belongs to the mixed-
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem [39], which
is known to be NP-hard. Moreover, one particular difficulty is
the coupling effect among the operations for different relays,
and another comes from the large variable size. The worst-
case complexity is exponential with the source number M ,
the relay number K, and the transmission block number N .
We will consider the following equivalent epigraph form of
OP1
OP2:
min
Ps,Pr,Z, η
η
s.t. P trm,s ≤ η, ∀m ∈M,
Constraints (5) ∼ (9).
In the following, we will first investigate the feasibility prob-
lem for OP2 with a given η,
FP1:
find Ps, Pr, Z,
s.t. P trm,s ≤ η, ∀m ∈M,
Constraints (5) ∼ (9),
which will then help develop a general design framework and
efficient algorithms for the original problem. Particularly, it
can be checked that the feasibility of FP1 with various η has
a two-phase pattern. If FP1 is feasible for a given η, it must
be feasible for any η′ > η. On the other hand, if it is infeasible
for a given η, then it must be infeasible for any η′ < η. Hence,
we can deduce that the smallest η that can make FP1 feasible
corresponds to the optimal solution of the original optimization
problem OP1. Therefore, the major task now lies in solving
the feasibility problem FP1 with a given η. In the following,
we will start by investigating FP1 for the single-pair case, i.e.
M = 1, in section III. The solution is then generalized to
solve the feasibility problem FP1 with multiple pairs. Based
on this feasibility study, the solution to the original problem
OP1 will be obtained. Details of the proposed algorithm for
OP1 will be provided in section IV.
III. A SPECIAL CASE: FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR A SINGLE
S-D PAIR
In this section, we will deal with the feasibility problem
FP1 with a single S-D pair and a given η. For the notations
in this section, the pair index m will be removed. Particularly,
the relay transmit power assignment matrix Pr is reduced to
a vector, and the source transmit power vector to a scalar.
With a single S-D pair, the feasibility problem FP1 with a
given η is
FP2:
find P trs , Pr, Z
s.t. P trs ≤ η, (10)
l∑
n=1
zk,nP
tr
k
1
2
TC ≤ Einitk +
l−1∑
n=1
PEHk,nT
C
+ PEHk,l
1
2
TC, ∀l ∈ N , k ∈ K, (11)
P trk ≤ P trk,max, ∀k ∈ K, (12)
U (n) ≥ Uth, ∀n ∈ N , (13)
K∑
k=1
zk,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N , (14)
zk,n ∈ {0, 1} , ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N .
In the following, we will first reformulate this problem into
a simpler form, which is still NP-hard, but can help derive a
sufficient condition for its feasibility. The scenarios where the
sufficient condition becomes necessary will also be tackled.
A. Problem Reformulation
In this sub-section, we will remove constraints (10) and
(13) by introducing the operation of relay pre-selection and
fixing the relay transmit power Pr, respectively. Meanwhile,
the variable size will be greatly reduced.
With a given η, for the k-th relay, if Uk
(
η, P trk,max
)
< Uth,
then this relay should not be selected even once, i.e. zk,n = 0,
∀n ∈ N . Otherwise, constraint (13) will be violated. On the
other hand, if Uk
(
η, P trk,max
)
≥ Uth, it will be selected at least
once within the transmission duration T , i.e.
∑N
n=1 zk,n ≥ 1,
given that N ≥ K. Hence, without loss of generality, we
can just let the source select these relays one by one in the
first several transmission blocks. This can be done until all
these relays have been selected once, without affecting the
feasibility.
Based on the above insights, we define the set of such relays
as the candidate relay subset. The procedure of determining
6the candidate relay subset is called relay pre-selection. There-
fore, the temporary1 relay pre-selection result with a given η
is determined as
Sη =
{
k ∈ K ∣∣Uk (η, P trk,max) ≥ Uth} . (15)
For notational simplicity and with a given η and an arbitrary
x, denote gk,η (x) = Uk (η, x), and the inverse function of
gk,η (x) over x as g−1k,η (· ). For k ∈ Sη , the minimum transmit
power of the k-th relay that can meet the QoS constraint Uth is
determined as g−1k,η (Uth). For a given η, this minimum transmit
power only depends on the relay location. We denote Pˆη =[
Pˆk (η)
]
where
Pˆk (η) =
{
g−1k,η (Uth) k ∈ Sη
0 k ∈ K − Sη
. (16)
Then, we have the following property that can simplify the
feasibility checking of FP2:
Lemma 1. FP2 is feasible ⇔ FP2 with Pr = Pˆη is feasible.
Proof: We prove the equivalence in two steps. We will
first show the necessity, and then the sufficiency. The necessity
is obvious, as by fixing the transmit power, the feasible
domain shrinks. If the shrunken domain is still feasible, so
is the original one. For the sufficiency part, and based on the
definition of P ∗k (η) in (16), P
∗
k (η) is the smallest power value
satisfying (10). With any given Z, if P ∗k (η) violates (11) or
(12), no other power value can satisfy (11) and (12). Therefore,
if the feasible domain with fixed P trk = P
∗
k (η) is empty, so is
the feasible domain with other power values.
With Lemma 1, we can replace the power vector Pr in FP2
by Pˆη and also remove Eq. (13). Therefore, when checking the
feasibility of FP2, we do not need to check the full domain of
the power vectorPr, but need only to check a single vector Pˆη ,
which largely reduces the complexity. Moreover, with a given
Sη , and based on the expression of the utility function U (m,n)
in the last section, we only need to have Um,k
(
η, P trk,max
)
≥
Uth, and
∑
k∈Sη
zk,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N , which means that there are
active relays for each transmission block and all of these relays
can satisfy the QoS constraint. Therefore, (10) can also be
removed from FP2.
Based on the above discussion, we have fixed Pr and
removed constraints (10) and (13), and thus we obtain the
following equivalent problem for FP2:
FP3:
find Z
s.t.
l∑
n=1
1
2
Pˆk (η)T
Czk,n ≤ Einitk +
l−1∑
n=1
PEHk,nT
C
+ PEHk,l
1
2
TC, ∀l ∈ N , k ∈ Sη, (17)∑
k∈Sη
zk,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N , zk,n ∈ {0, 1} ,
∀k ∈ Sη, n ∈ N . (18)
1This relay pre-selection result Sη is only a “temporary” result, as it is for
a given η, while in general it will be different from the final result.
Compared with FP2, the dimension of FP3 is reduced as
Pr is fixed, and some constraints are removed. It can be
verified that FP3 is the respective feasibility problem of
a multi-resource generalized assignment problem (MRGAP)
[40], which is still NP-hard. A particular difficulty is the
large size of Z. Therefore, although the problem has been
significantly simplified, it is still difficult to deal with. In
the following, by exploiting the relationship of several key
system parameters, we will derive a sufficient condition for
the feasibility of FP3, which is easy to check. This will then
be used to provide a sub-optimal algorithm for the original
optimization problem OP2.
B. Condition for Feasibility
In this part, despite the complexity of the problem, we will
propose a simple condition to check the feasibility of the
problem, which is sufficient, and will become necessary for
some asymptotic scenarios.
Define the cumulative average EH rate up to the end of
the j-th EH interval for the k-th relay as Ψ¯k,j =
∑j
i=1 Ψk,j
j ,∀j ∈ J . With the given η and l, denote
ζ (η, l) =
∑
k∈Sη
2Ψ¯k,l
Pˆk (η)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ1(η, l)
+
∑
k∈Sη
2Einitk /T
C − Pˆk (η)
Pˆk (η) lNC︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ2(η, l)
. (19)
We briefly introduce the insights from the expression of
ζ (η, l) in Eq. (19). The two parts of ζ (η, l) play different
roles in the system operation. The first term, ζ1 (η, l), can
be regarded as the steady-state component, which manipulates
the long-term2 balance of the harvested energy and consumed
energy. On the other hand, the second term, ζ2 (η, l), is
specifically designed to improve the performance at the be-
ginning stage of the whole transmission duration. The value
of ζ2 (η, l) is computed based on the approximation that all
relays’ harvested energy and initial energy are exactly used
up in the end. Meanwhile the initial energy for each relay is
enough for the transmit energy of one packet. With or without
the second term ζ2 (η, l), the sufficiency always holds. But the
performance without this term will be poor in the case where
the transmission block number is not too large. Based on Eq.
(19) we have the following result, which provides a simple
sufficient condition to check the feasibility of FP3.
Theorem 1. The following is a sufficient condition for the
feasibility of FP3:
min
j∈J
ζ (η, j) ≥ 1. (20)
Particularly, for two asymptotic scenarios, with other param-
eters fixed, we have the following properties:
1. The necessity property: When NC → ∞, the sufficient
condition is necessary.
2Here "long term" refers to the part that still remains after an extremely
large number of transmission blocks.
72. The deterministic property: When K → ∞, ζ (η, l) be-
comes deterministic3, independent of the concrete realization
of
[
PEHk
]
.
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix.
As shown in the proof, once condition (20) is satisfied, there
exist active relays for each transmission block. In this case,
different relays will take turns to assist the S-D pair and the
unsatisfactory performance caused by the low EH rate at a
single relay can be overcome. Moreover, based on Theorem
1, and given that the effect of the large-sized matrix Z has
been removed, condition (20) only depends on Pˆη , and thus
it is easy to check.
Next, we will discuss the insights that can be obtained from
Theorem 1:
1. Insights from the condition (20) on the whole. Based
on the expression of ζ (η, l) for each given l, the minimization
of ζ (η, l) over l in condition (20) is to adapt to different EH
rates over different EH intervals. For condition (20), we can
find that increasing η has two effects –Pˆk (η) will increase
according to (16), while the set Sη may shrink. Therefore, a
larger η makes it easier to violate condition (20). That is, the
achievable performance for OP2 will be limited. In order to
improve it, it is better to have more relays with higher average
EH rates and lower Pˆk (η) (corresponding to a more favorable
location).
2. Insights from the necessity property. When the num-
ber of transmission blocks is large, the condition becomes
sufficient and necessary, and the performance loss caused by
using this condition instead of directly solving FP3 disappears.
Moreover, the later simulation results will show that the
convergence speed is very fast. In particular, to approach the
close-to-optimal performance, only tens of transmission blocks
are enough, which can be naturally satisfied by the practical
system parameters.
3. Insights from the deterministic property. When the
relay number is large, besides the energy diversity mentioned
in the last section, another phenomenon occurs. That is, the
randomness from each single EH relay vanishes gradually.
Similar to the channel hardening effect in massive MIMO
systems [41], this kind of effect can be called the energy
hardening effect. The offline EH information, which is very
important for the optimal design in EH networks [11], is
usually not easy to obtain in practical systems, especially
when the number of EH nodes is large. Fortunately, the energy
hardening effect makes it possible that the performance loss
due to the lack of offline EH information becomes extremely
small, as long as the relay number is large. This will avoid
the necessity of predicting future EH rates for systems with
a large number of relays, and thus will greatly simplify the
protocol designs.
3Here we only consider the non-trivial cases. For some η, it is possible that
ζ (η, j) becomes infinity. But in this case, the condition is already satisfied
trivially, and the problem FP3 can be easily verified to be feasible. This
corresponds to the case where the system is with enough harvested energy
from these relays. In this case, the value of η can be further reduced given
the relays’ EH situations, and this η cannot be optimal for the original OP2.
Here we ignore such trivial cases.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR TRANSMIT POWER
MINIMIZATION
In this section, we will first investigate the feasibility prob-
lem with multiple S-D pairs, with the help of the results for the
single-pair case. We will then propose an efficient bisection
algorithm to solve the original joint power assignment and
relay selection problem.
A. The Feasibility Problem with Multiple S-D pairs
In this subsection, we will investigate the feasibility problem
with multiple S-D pairs. Compared with the single S-D pair
case, a special difficulty lies in the coupling effect among
different S-D pairs as each relay is expected to assist multiple
pairs during the whole transmission duration. At first, we will
divide the problem into several sub-problems by introducing
new variables. This procedure can be physically understood
as relay division. Next, for each sub-problem, we exploit the
results for the single-pair case to simplify it. Finally, jointly
considering all the sub-problems together, the complexity is
further squeezed. Note that, among the previously-mentioned
steps, all the other steps preserve the equivalence except the
one applying the single-pair case result, which contributes only
sub-optimality.
1) Problem Decoupling: In this part, we will reformulate
the problem into a decoupled version by introducing new vari-
ables, and this procedure will be later physically interpreted
as a procedure of relay division.
We are faced with a relay set in which an arbitrary relay
is possible to serve an arbitrary S-D pair, and each relay
needs to determine its power allocation for different pairs.
Therefore, for a certain relay, the decision of how to assist
one S-D pair is coupled with the decision for another pair.
Such a coupling effect greatly complicates the problem. Note
that the coupling effect among different S-D pairs is caused
by constraint (5). Fortunately, by introducing two new variable
sets [φm,k] and [θm,k,n], it can be verified that the feasibility
of (5) is equivalent to that of the following decoupled one.
l∑
n=1
zm,k,nP
tr
m,k
T C
2 ≤ φm,kEinitk +
l−1∑
n=1
θm,k,nP
EH
k,nT
C
+θm,k,lP
EH
k,l
T C
2 , ∀l, k, m,
0 ≤ φm,k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ θm,k,n ≤ 1, ∀m ∈M, k ∈ K, n ∈ N ,
M∑
m=1
φm,k = 1,
M∑
m=1
θm,k,n = 1, ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N .
(21)
Remark 2. The previous transformation from (5) to (21) has
a clear physical meaning as relay division. We consider the
energy flow through a certain relay. Based on Eq. (5), for the
k-th relay, the initial energy is Einitk . In the n-th transmission
block, the entering energy is from the EH process with EH
rate PEHk,n , while the exiting part includes the transmit powers
for all the S-D pairs it possibly serves, i.e.
∑M
m=1 zm,k,nP
tr
m,k.
While for Eq. (21), with given values of [φm,k] and [θm,k,n],
we can equivalently interpret (21) as an individual relay only
serving the m-th S-D pair, and is denoted as the (m, k)-th
child relay, with initial energy as φm,kEinitk , harvested power
as θm,k,nPEHk,n , and transmit power as P
tr
m,k. To avoid any
8confusion, the original relay is called the parent relay. In this
case, through [φm,k] and [θm,k,n], the original relay set K
is equivalently transformed into a new set including only the
MK child relays.
Based on the previous transformation, with given [φm,k] and
[θm,k,n], the original feasibility problem FP1 can be divided
into M sub-problems, and the m-th (m ∈M) sub-problem is
FP4:
find P trm,s, P
tr
m,k, zm,k,n, ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N
s.t. P trm,s ≤ η,
l∑
n=1
zm,k,nP
tr
m,k
TC
2
≤ φm,kEinitk +
l−1∑
n=1
θm,k,nP
EH
k,nT
C
+ θm,k,lP
EH
k,l
TC
2
, ∀l ∈ N , k ∈ K,
P trm,k ≤ P trk,max, Um,k
(
P trs,m, P
tr
m,k
) ≥ Uth, ∀k ∈ K,
K∑
k=1
zm,k,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N ,
zm,k,n ∈ {0, 1} , ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N .
2) Exploiting the Solution for Single S-D Pair: For the m-
th sub-problem in FP4, only a single S-D pair is involved, and
we can use the results of Theorem 1. Similarly, we have the
temporary candidate relay subset for the m-th S-D pair:
Sη,m =
{
k ∈ K ∣∣Um,k (η, P trk,max) ≥ Uth} , (22)
and the cumulative average EH rate of the (m, k)-th child relay
up to the j-th EH interval as
P¯EHm,k,j =
∑jNC
i=1 θm,k,iP
EH
k,i
jNC
. (23)
Moreover, with a given η and an arbitrary x, denote
gm,k,η (x) = Um,k (η, x), and the inverse function gm,k,η (x)
over x as g−1m,k,η (· ). For k ∈ Sη,m, the minimum transmit
power of the k-th relay that can meet the QoS requirement
Uth for the m-th S-D pair is determined as g−1m,k,η (Uth). We
denote Pˆη =
[
Pˆm,k (η)
]
where
Pˆm,k (η) =
{
g−1m,k,η (Uth) k ∈ Sη,m
0 k ∈ K − Sη,m
. (24)
With the given η and l, denote ζm (η, l) =∑
k∈Sη,m
2P¯m,k,llN
C+2φm,kE
init
k /T
C−2Pˆk(η)
Pˆm,k(η)lNC
. Referring to
Theorem 1, we can verify that the feasibility of the following
problem is necessary for that of FP4, jointly considering all
the M sub-problems in FP4:
FP5:
find φm,k, θm,k,n, ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N , m ∈M
s.t.
∑
k∈Sη,m
2P¯EHm,k,jjN
C + 2φm,kE
init
k /T
C − 2Pˆk (η)
jNCPˆm,k (η)
≥ 1,
∀j ∈ J , m ∈M, (25)
0 ≤ φm,k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ θm,k,n ≤ 1, ∀m ∈M,
k ∈ K, n ∈ N , (26)
M∑
m=1
φm,k = 1,
M∑
m=1
θm,k,n = 1,
∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N . (27)
Complexity is greatly squeezed from FP1 to FP5, as the
complexity for FP5 is linear with
√
NMK. However, FP5
still suffers from the large size of those new variables [φm,k]
and [θm,k,n]. Next we will try to further reduce this complexity
by investigating the special properties of the problem.
3) Complexity Reduction: Note that [θm,k,n] is a three-
dimensional matrix, and the size of the third dimension n
is possible to be extremely large in practice. Whereas, we
find that its size can be greatly reduced with the piece-wise
constant property of the EH profile. The main result is listed
in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The feasibility of FP5 is uninfluenced by setting
constant values for θm,k,n within one EH interval, i.e. setting
θm,k,n1 = θm,k,n2 = θ
j
m,k, ∀n1, n2, such that
⌈
n1
NC
⌉
=⌈
n2
NC
⌉
= j, 1 ≤ j ≤ NE. Thus, we can replace (23) with
the following expression:
P¯EHm,k,j =
∑j
i=1 θ
i
m,kΨk,i
j
. (28)
Proof: Because ∀n1, n2, such that
⌈
n1
NC
⌉
=
⌈
n2
NC
⌉
= j,
P EHk,n1 = P
EH
k,n2
= Ψk,j . Thus, for both (23) and (20) only
the sum of such θm,k,n within each EH interval matters, i.e.∑(l+1)NC
n=lNC+1
θm,k,n for each l such that 1 ≤ l ≤ NE.
Using Lemma 2, matrix [θm,k,n] with size M ×K ×N is
greatly reduced to
[
θjm,k
]
with size M ×K ×NE. However,
the complexity is still high. In particular, the feasibility of Eq.
(28) for a certain j = j∗ ≤ NE is largely influenced by all the
values of θjm,k for 1 ≤ j ≤ j∗. That is, the decisions of
[
θjm,k
]
for different EH intervals (i.e. different j) are coupled with
each other. To resolve this issue, we will propose a method to
decouple
[
θjm,k
]
at different EH intervals. The main results
are listed in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The feasibility of FP5 is uninfluenced by separat-
ing all θjm,k from the procedure of calculating a cumulative
average in Eq. (28), i.e. the feasibility remains unchanged by
transforming (28) into the following expression:
P¯EHm,k,j =
∑j
i=1 Ψk,i
j
θ˜jm,k, (29)
where θ˜jm,k =
∑j
i=1 Ψk,iθ
i
m,k∑j
i=1 Ψk,i
. Moreover, the new variable[
θ˜jm,k
]
also satisfies the same constraints for
[
θjm,k
]
in (26)
and (27).
9Proof: The equivalence can be verified by utilizing the
relationship between
[
θjm,k
]
and
[
θ˜jm,k
]
to evaluate (26), (27)
and (28).
Lemma 3 can decouple the unknown matrix
[
θjm,k
]
with
a large size. In this case, we only need to calculate the
cumulative average EH rate of the k-th parent relay once,
instead of calculating it for each child relay (i.e. the (m, k)-
th child relay for all m) in FP5. Particularly, the cumulative
average EH rate of the k-th relay is P¯EHk,j =
∑j
i=1 Ψk,i
j .
With the help of the two lemmas, we can obtain a new
problem whose feasibility is equivalent to FP5, while is much
easier to check. The results are in the following Corollary 1,
which can be directly proved utilizing Theorem 1 and Lemmas
2 and 3.
Corollary 1. The feasibility of FP5 is equivalent to the
feasibility of the following problem for all j ∈ J :
FP6:
find φm,k, θ˜
j
m,k, ∀k ∈ K, m ∈M
s.t.
∑
k∈Sη,m
2θ˜jm,kP¯
EH
k,j jN
C +
2φm,kE
init
k
T C − 2Pˆm,k (η)
jNCPˆm,k (η)
≥ 1,
∀m ∈M, (30)
0 ≤ φm,k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ θ˜jm,k ≤ 1, ∀m ∈M, k ∈ K,
(31)
M∑
m=1
φm,k = 1,
M∑
m=1
θ˜jm,k = 1, ∀k ∈ K. (32)
Remark 3. We have obtained a highly simplified version
of the feasibility problem from the challenging original one
while most steps are equivalent, except for the approximation
accompanied by employing Theorem 1. For FP6, it is a
linear programming problem, with the complexity linear with√
NEMK. Moreover, the variable size is greatly reduced. We
just need to solve FP6 for all j ∈ J separately, and check if
FP6 is feasible for all j ∈ J .
B. Proposed Power Assignment and Relay Selection Algorithm
So far, the feasibility problem for the epigraph form of
problem OP1 with a given η is obtained. The following
problem can provide a sub-optimal solution for OP1
OP3:
min
[φm,k], [θ˜jm,k], η
η
s.t. Constraints (30) ∼ (32).
Specifically, if OP3 is feasible, then OP1 is feasible, and the
optimal value of OP3 provides a performance lower bound
to OP1. According to the two-phase pattern of the feasibility
for OP3, we can use a bisection method to find its optimal
solution, which provides a sub-optimal solution for OP1.
The proposed algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1, where 
represents the required accuracy.
In Algorithm 1, we first obtain the upper bound and lower
bound for bisection. The lower bound for the source transmit
power η is obtained by having all the relays transmit with
Algorithm 1: Suboptimal power assignment and relay selec-
tion for OP1.
Initialization:
Obtain ηLm,k by solving Uth = Um,k
(
ηLm,k, P
tr
k,max
)
. If no
feasible solution4, set ηLm,k = 0.
Obtain ηUm,k,j by solving Uth = Um,k
(
1/ηUm,k,j ,Ψk,j
)
. If
no feasible solution4, set ηUm,k,j = 0.
Set ηL ← max
k∈K,m∈M
ηLm,k, η˜
U ← min
k∈K
max
m∈M, j∈J
ηUm,k,j ,
ηU = 1/η˜U.
While ηU − ηL > 
ηM ← 12
(
ηU + ηL
)
.
Obtain Sη,m, Pˆm,k (η), ∀m ∈M, k ∈ K by (22) and (24),
respectively.
If problem FP6 is feasible for every j ∈ J
ηU ← ηM.
Else
ηL ← ηM.
End if
End while
Result:
The desired sub-optimal η is ηU;
the transmit power matrix is P =
[
P trm,k
]
with P trm,k =
Pˆm,k (η);
the relay pre-selection is Sm = Sη,m;
in each transmission block, the m-th source selects one
active relay (according to Eq. (3)) randomly from Sm.
their peak power, while the upper bound is obtained by having
an arbitrary relay transmit with its EH rate. Next, during
each loop of the bisection, with a given η, we determine a
temporary relay pre-selection result Sη , and a temporary power
assignment matrix Pˆη = Pˆm,k (η). Then, the feasibility of
FP6 is checked for all j ∈ J . If it is feasible, we reduce the
value of η; otherwise, we increase it. The smallest feasible
η is the sub-optimal value of OP1. Note that in the result
of Algorithm 1, relay pre-selection and power assignment
are fixed within the whole transmission duration, while relay
selection needs to be performed at the beginning of each
transmission block.
Remark 4. The proposed cooperation strategy with joint power
assignment and relay selection has a low computational com-
plexity, and also a low requirement on the side information.
Particularly, only the statistical channel side information is
needed. Furthermore, when the relay number is very large, the
offline EH information can also be exempted. In contrast, the
previously proposed transmission strategies for EH networks
are not quite practical, such as the offline approach that
requires all the offline side information [11], [12–14], [29],
or the online algorithm with a high computational complexity
[16, 18]. Moreover, as will be shown in the simulation, the
performance of Algorithm 1 is close to optimal. On the
other hand, this approach is very general in the sense that
4If the equation has no feasible solution, it means that some relays have
too poor relay-destination channels. Consequently, even if the source uses an
infinite transmit power, the required utility still cannot be satisfied.
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the development is independent of the actual utility function
expression, as long as it is monotonic.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will provide simulation results to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed cooperation strategy. As
shown in Fig. 1, in the simulation we consider a rectangular
area with length Lx and width Ly , respectively. Without loss of
generality, the bottom-left of the rectangle is set as the origin.
The sources and destinations are located on two opposite
sides, with the coordinates given as
(
0, mM+1Ly
)
for the m-
th source, while
(
Lx,
m
M+1Ly
)
for the m-th destination. We
assume that all the relays are uniformly distributed inside the
rectangle.
In particular, we consider both the free-space path loss and
small scale fading. Denote the reference distance for the path
loss as d0 = 10 m, and the free-space path loss at d0 for
a carrier frequency 2.4 GHz is calculated as 60 dB based
on [λ/ (4pid)]2, where λ is the wavelength. We set Lx =
Ly = 10d0. The small scale fading is Rayleigh fading, with
scale parameter 1. The channel bandwidth is B = 1 MHz,
and noise power spectral density is N0 = 10−16 W/Hz, while
the transmission block length TC is 10 ms. Unless otherwise
mentioned, we set the EH interval as T E = 5TC, and the
total transmission duration as T = 5T E. For each realization,
the EH rate of each relay is drawn randomly with uniform
distribution in [P¯ EH(1 − α), P¯ EH(1 + α)], where P¯ EH is the
average EH rate, and 0 < α < 1. In the simulation, the default
value of α is 0.5, while the maximum transmit power for
each relay and the average source transmit power are set as
P trk,max = 2 W and P¯
EH = 20 mW, respectively.
A. The Single S-D Pair Case
To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed approach,
we will compare it with a greedy policy, which will always
select the relay that can provide the best performance within
each transmission block, while the selected relay exhausts its
energy. Such a policy does not take the full EH constraints
into consideration. We will also compare with a performance
upper bound, which, different from Algorithm 1, solves the
linear programming (LP) relaxation of FP2 instead of using
our proposed sufficient condition (20). In the simulation, we
adopt the successful transmission probability Ps = 1 − Po as
the utility function, where Po is the outage probability, and the
outage probability with a single AF relay can be calculated
based on Eq. (3.65) in [42]. The SNR threshold is set as
γ = 1. The required successful transmission probability is set
as 0.99. The source transmit powers versus the relay number
for different policies are plotted in Fig. 2. As a reference,
the transmit power of the direct link transmission without the
assistance of any relay is calculated as 0.995 W. We have the
following observations from the simulation results:
• As shown in Fig. 2, the transmit power of the proposed
policy decreases with the relay number, and it is much
smaller than what is needed with the direct link transmis-
sion, which is 0.995 W. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is close to that of the performance upper
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Figure 2: Source transmit power versus the relay number, with
two average EH rates as 20 mW and 40 mW, respectively.
bound, which reveals the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology.
• The proposed policy outperforms the greedy policy which
only considers the current transmission block. For exam-
ple, with average EH rate 20 mW, to have the source
transmit power less than 0.08 W, the proposed policy
requires around 5 relays, while the best-effort policy
needs around 15 relays.
• We see that increasing either the relay number or the
average EH rate can reduce the required source transmit
power. Meanwhile, increasing the relay number has a
more obvious effect. The intuitive explanation is that
doubling the relay number will not only improve the total
available energy of all EH relays, but also reduce the (S-R
or R-D) transmission distances on average for each pair.
In the following, we will check the two asymptotic prop-
erties in Theorem 1, i.e. the necessity property and the
deterministic property.
For the necessity property, the source transmit power versus
transmission block numbers with 5 relays are shown in Fig.
3. We can see that even when there are only 10 transmission
blocks in each EH interval, the gap with the performance
upper bound is already small. When there are more than 100
transmission blocks, the difference becomes indistinguishable
from the figure. As in practical systems, for the EH resources
such as solar energy [18, 35], the EH interval (many seconds
to even several minutes) are normally much larger than the
transmission block length (milliseconds to several hundred
milliseconds). In such cases, the performance of our policy
will be quite close to optimal. Note that, with the increase of
transmission blocks, the performances of all curves degrades
gradually, which is due to our fixed initial energy value
setting, and a larger number of transmission blocks means
less available energy on average.
Next, we check the deterministic property. Without the
offline energy side information, due to the randomness of
future energy arrivals, inevitably we can no longer determin-
istically guarantee all the constraints are satisfied. In general,
some performance loss will happen. In particular, since we
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Figure 3: Source transmit power versus the number of trans-
mission blocks with 5 relays.
decide the transmit power/relay pre-selection based only on the
current side information, it is possible that we under-estimate
or over-estimate the future relay energy harvesting condition.
Naturally, we may set a too high or too low source transmit
power, and this will possibly then bring about higher source
power consumption, or energy outage, respectively. In the fol-
lowing, these two kinds of performance loss will be discussed
separately, and shown to become negligible when increasing
the relay number. In the case of under-estimation of future
relay EH situation, from the second EH interval, there will be
some energy waste for the source. The average transmit power
for this under-estimation case5 with NC = 1000 is shown in
Fig. 4 (a). We can see that when the relay number is larger than
6, the gap is already very small. For the case of over-estimation
of future relay EH situation, we may assign the source a too
low transmit power, and thus in some future EH intervals, the
required QoS cannot be guaranteed deterministically, which
is called the energy outage. In the simulation, we count the
respective ratio of transmission blocks not suffering energy
outage. The average ratio of no energy outage for the policy
using only current EH rates with NC = 1000 is shown in Fig.
4 (b). We can see that this ratio is no smaller than 0.985, and
is approaching 1 with the increase of the relay number.
B. The Multiple S-D Pair Case
For the general case with multiple S-D pairs, we will also
make a comparison with a greedy policy, for which, in each
transmission block, relay selection is executed to minimize the
instantaneous source transmit powers sequentially for all the
S-D pairs in the current transmission block. On the other hand,
we compare both policies with a performance upper bound, for
which the feasibility is checked by solving the LP relaxation
of OP1 instead of solving OP1 with Algorithm 1. The source
transmit powers for different policies versus the number of
relays with 3 S-D pairs, and versus the number of S-D pairs
with 5 relays are plotted in the Fig. 5. We have the following
observations from the simulation results:
5When calculating the average transmit power in the following simulation,
we only take into account the realizations where we have under-estimated the
future energy arrival and assign a too high power to the source.
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(a) The average transmit power for the under-estimation case versus the
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(b) The average ratio of no energy outage for the policy using only current
EH rates versus the number of relays.
Figure 4: Performance loss of using only the current EH
profiles.
• As shown in Fig. 5 (a), for the multi-pair system, the
transmit powers also decrease with the number of relays,
and to have the same source transmit power more relays
will be needed than the single-pair case. The performance
of the proposed policy is quite close to that of the
LP relaxation, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
Algorithm 1.
• The greedy policy has a performance loss compared to the
proposed policy, as it only takes the current transmission
block into consideration. For example, to have the source
transmit power less than 0.1 W, the proposed policy
requires more than 6 relays, while the greedy policy
requires more than 13 relays.
• From Fig. 5 (b), as the number of S-D pairs increases,
both the proposed policy and the greedy policy will
experience performance degradation, as on average the
number of relays that can assist each pair decreases.
Meanwhile, the gap between the two policies increases
with the number of S-D pairs. Thus, the proposed policy
is more advantageous with a large number of S-D pairs.
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Figure 5: Source transmit power for the multi-pair case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this work, we proposed to achieve energy savings for a
conventional wireless network by providing energy diversity
via multiple EH relays. The proposed cooperation strategy is
of low complexity and only depends on the statistical channel
side information. Particularly, an energy hardening effect was
revealed, which has demonstrated that it is possible to relax
the requirement of the offline EH information, and this effect
hence greatly simplifies the system design. Simulation results
have demonstrated that such a simple cooperation strategy
can overcome the low EH rate at each single EH relay,
and provide significant power gain to improve the source-
destination communication. For the future work, it would
be interesting to apply the proposed algorithms to other EH
networks.
APPENDIX PROOF FOR THEOREM 1
The proof is divided into three parts: The sufficiency of Eq.
(20), the necessity property, and the deterministic property.
1. Sufficiency of Eq. (20).
To show the feasibility of FP3, we need to show that with
(20) satisfied, we can always find a feasible solution Z = [zk,n]
such that all the constraints of FP3 are satisfied. All the relays
are active for the first transmission block due to the initial
energy setting. Thus, we only need to prove the existence of a
feasible relay selection result for the (L+ 1)-th transmission
block, with 1 ≤ L ≤ N − 1. Moreover, the L-th transmission
block is in the l-th EH interval, with l =
⌈
L/NC
⌉
. For
convenience, denote the number of transmission blocks when
the k-th relay is selected during the first L transmission
blocks as nk,L. For the first L transmission blocks, we have∑
k∈Sη
nk,L ≤ L, where the equality is achieved if there
exist active relays (i.e. satisfying Eq. (3)) for all these L
transmission blocks. Furthermore, based on (20), ∀l such that
1 ≤ l ≤ NE, we can verify∑
k∈Sη
(∑l
i=1 Ψk,i
Pˆk (η)
+
Einitk /T
C − Pˆk (η) /2
Pˆk (η)NC
)
≥ l
2
, (33)
and ∑
k∈Sη
(∑l+1
i=1 Ψk,i
Pˆk (η)
+
Einitk /T
C − Pˆk (η) /2
Pˆk (η)NC
)
≥ l + 1
2
.
(34)
Now, denote x = L−lN
C
NC , and y = 1 − x,
then by calculating x Eq. (33) + y Eq. (34), and
adopting Eq. (1), we have
∑
k∈Sη
(
2
∑L
n=1
P EHk,n
Pˆk(η)
+2
Einitk /T
C−Pˆk(η)/2
Pˆk(η)
)
≥ L ≥ ∑
k∈Sη
nk,L. That is,∑
k∈Sη
(
2
∑L
n=1 P
EH
k,n+E
init
k /T
C−Pˆk(η)/2
Pˆk(η)
− nk,L
)
≥ 0.
Following the pigeonhole principle, we can verify
that there exists at least one kˆ ∈ Sη , such that
2
∑L
n=1 P
EH
kˆ,n
+Einit
kˆ
/T C−Pˆkˆ(η)/2
Pˆkˆ(η)
− nkˆ,L ≥ 0, i.e.
Einit
kˆ
+
∑L
n=1 P
EH
kˆ,n
TC − Pˆkˆ (η)nkˆ,L T
C
2 ≥ Pˆkˆ (η) T
C
2 .
This means that the remaining energy of the kˆ-th relay after
L transmission blocks is enough to support its assigned
transmit power. That is, it is active based on Eq. (3) and
ready for the relay selection of the (L+ 1)-th transmission
block. We can then set zkˆ,L+1 = 1 while zk,L+1 = 0 for
k 6= kˆ, k ∈ K, for the (L+ 1)-th transmission block. It can
be verified that the obtained relay selection result for L ∈ N
satisfies all the constraints. Hence, this is a feasible solution
for FP3.
2. Necessity property.
It can be verified that the following inequality is a sufficient
condition for Eq. (20): ζ1 (η, l) =
∑
k∈Sη
2Ψ¯k,l
Pˆk(η)
≥ 1, ∀l.
Therefore, we only provide the necessity of this inequality,
instead of Eq. (20), when NC → ∞. We will do so by
contradiction. Specifically, assume that there exists one EH
interval, e.g., the l∗-th, say,∑
k∈Sη
2Ψ¯k,l∗
Pˆk (η)
< 1, (35)
but the feasibility of FP3 still holds. Similar to the proof
for the sufficiency property, we denote the number of blocks
that the k-th relay is selected during the first L = l∗T c
13
transmission blocks as nk,L. Due to Eq. (17) of FP3, there
exist active relays for all the L transmission blocks. Thus,∑
k∈Sη
nk,L = L. (36)
By jointly considering (35) and (36), we have∑
k∈Sη
2Ψ¯k,l∗
Pˆk(η)
L < L =
∑
k∈Sη
nk,L, i.e.
∑
k∈Sη
(
2Ψ¯k,l∗L
Pˆk(η)
−nk,L
)
< 0. Following the pigeonhole principle,
we can verify that there exists at least one
kˆ ∈ Sη , such that 2Ψ¯kˆ,l∗LPˆkˆ(η) − nkˆ,L < 0, with
L = l∗NC → ∞, E
init
kˆ
+2Ψ¯kˆ,l∗L
Pˆkˆ(η)
− nkˆ,L < 0, i.e.
Einit
kˆ
+ 2Ψ¯kˆ,l∗L − nkˆ,LPˆkˆ (η) < 0. This violates the
energy causality constraint (5). Therefore, the feasibility of
FP3 is violated.
3. Deterministic property.
Denote Xk,l = 1Uk(η,P trk,max)≥Uth
2Ψ¯k,llN
C+2Einitk /T
C−2Pˆk(η)
lNC
K
Pˆk(η)
, and Yl =
∑K
k=1Xk,l
K , then we have ζ (η, l) =
∑l
j=1 Yj
l .
With a given l, and given locations, (i.e. given Pˆk (η)), Xk,l
with different k are independent of each other, as all the EH
rates for different relays are independent. We can further verify
that all Xk,l are with finite variances, as σ2Xk,l ≤ (E [Xk,l])
2 ≤(
2E[Ψ¯k,l]lNC+2Einitk /T
C−2Pˆk(η)
lNC
K
Pˆk(η)
)2
≤
(
constant K
Pˆk(η)
)2
,
while the finite value of K
Pˆk(η)
can be verified non-trivially by
the two-phase pattern for the feasibility of FP1, as mentioned
in the end of the last section. Then, ∀l, ∑k σ2Xk,l/k2 < ∞.
Based on the strong law of large numbers, cf. Theorem 3 in
Chapter 2.9 in [43], Yj converges to be a deterministic value.
It can be further verified that ζ (η, l) =
∑l
j=1 Yj
l will become
deterministic.
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